by
The featured wicketkeepers are the top 10 in terms of dismissals per Test innings (20 matches minimum)

Across

1

9 Fantastic horizon
includes sausage (7)

9

10 It hurts after bye
leads to hesitation by
2000s SA keeper (7)

11

11 1970s Aus keeper
found in bog (5)

13

12 Rogers perhaps goldplated 2000s Aus keeper
(9)

16

13 Frozen stuff that's
cold on the inside (3)
14 Republican and
Independent put back
ceremonies (5)
15 Germany and Spain
training hard - how far
down they are! (5)
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16 2000s England
keeper a judge of
singles (5)
17 Bring back Indian
seen in corner in
spinach and talk a lot (3) otherwise empty lobby
18 Against one having a (7)
swim back - it's
30 Inventor could be
disappointingly dull (5) romantic if given time
(7)
20 Lack of luggage
returned to country (5)
22 2000s Pak keeper can Down
speak Malay a bit (5)
1 Fish tents covered by
Italian agreement (6)
24 Tree remains (3)
26 Got rid of spirits and
went to keep-fit class,
wasting energy for
nothing (9)
28 Italy gets new king
before journalist signed
contract (5)
29 1950s Aus keeper

2 Two 7s in tureen of
soup (8)
3 1990s SA keeper
made from Viv's or
Barry's leg? (10)
4 Violent thug no duck
(6)

5 Crumpled silk robes
not right as monuments
(8)
6 Silence American in
two hours (4)
7 Little guy quiet before
and after edge (6)
8 Destitute woman was
sick (8)
15 2010s SA keeper
somehow riled Elvis
(2,8)
16 Breakfast food held
up by Jack, regrettably
failing to start in spiky
fashion (8)
17 I leave film star
covered in gray with

electronic artificial
viewer (5,3)
19 Design knot with
power to support aquatic
life (8)
21 2000s WI keeper's
brother outlaw notable
when hiding bodies (6)
23 French wife crazy
from the morning until
early evening (6)
25 2010s Aus keeper ate
half a meal (6)
27 Selective killing
essential to NZ keeper
(4)

